
Positive pulling ahead
As I travel, I usually listen to a lot of books on tape. I find the wisdom and
knowledge that I can gain from those books to be compelling. But every once in a
while, I turn the books on tape off, and turn to the radio.

I don't do it a lot anymore -- there's a lot of things I need to learn, and not a lot of
spare time in which to learn them. But occasionally, I just have to put the brain on
"refresh," sit back and listen to some music while I drive.

Last week, I turned on the radio and tuned into an interview with Gloria Estefan.
She was "appearing," if you can call a radio interview that, with the syndicated
radio host "Delilah."  Delilah has made a career out of listening to callers'
problems, showing some sympathy, and then playing a song.

Now many of you reading this will think I was passing through your town -- you
know this radio show is on your local station. It behaves as though it's a local
radio show -- the callers never identify where they're calling from, Delilah keeps
talking about the local station, and it behaves as if it were a slick production run
from the studio down the street. In fact, it's a nationwide program that shuffles
five hours of programming over four different time zones, with the help of local
computers that cut in location-specific announcements on cue.

I'm sure you didn't care about that -- but it's very well done.

Anyway, Gloria Estefan was talking, and I caught an interesting little tidbit about
positive thinking.

I'm paraphrasing here, but she essentially said this: positive thoughts push you
ahead, negative thoughts pull you back.

For our purposes today, I'm going to modify her statement a bit: Positive thoughts
pull you ahead; negative thoughts push you back.

Why the difference? It's really simple. When you have positive thoughts, the
dreams and desires those thoughts inspire serve as a beacon before you. That
beacon -- those thoughts, dreams, and desires -- light the way as you go,
beckoning the rest of you to follow.

Negative thoughts not only stop your growth, but they actually push you back to
the past. You might think of them as a 300-pound linebacker, (for our
international readers, that's a US Football player). As the quarterback, your job is
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to gain yardage. As the linebacker, his job is to push you back for a loss of
yardage.

The negative thought is that linebacker. Unless you elude him, he's going to push
you back -- as the cheerleaders used to shout at my high school, "push him back,
push him back, way back."

So -- do we want to go backwards? Of course not! We're forward thinking,
growth-oriented, out to make a difference, out to find our path through life.

To do this, we have to have a positive vision. A positive vision helps us find our
way though life.

Last Sunday night, I was driving on the freeway, when I hit a couch.

Yes, that's right -- a couch.

I didn't expect it to be there, obviously. I assume it fell off a truck. In any case, the
couch did a bit of damage to my car, as well as the cars of the other people who
hit it.

One of the things it did to the car was to break one of the headlamps.

After reporting the thing, I continued on the remaining 200 miles I needed to
travel that evening.

It was dark -- quite dark, and it was darker still because of the missing headlamp
-- which was somewhere on the freeway behind me.

As I drove through the darkness, I thought about the importance of a guiding light
-- something to illuminate where we need to go -- something to help us gain safe
passage through the darkness that all too often surrounds us.

Altogether too often, life gets a bit dark. Altogether too often, we find things that
tend to close in around us. Altogether too often, we need to have enough light to
help us find our way through the dark mists that life's events may bring our way.

It's in those times that a positive outlook is so important. Just like the lighthouses
that stand along the shore, a positive outlook provides that beacon -- that light to
guide us toward a positive destination.

As we see that positive destination, the outcome becomes the "pull" to
encourage us toward newer, higher -- even temporarily terrifying -- destinations.

In this way, our positive thoughts pull us along, providing growth, power,
excitement, impetus, and energy.



We need to always emphasize the positive aspects to our life, continually
committing ourselves to live along a positive path, no matter what obstacles --
even couches -- might rise up in the road ahead.

Ms. Estefan was correct in her assertion. Positive thoughts do move us ahead,
while negative ones keep us behind.

No matter how scary your future may appear, the light of a consistently positive
outlook will help you find your way through whatever life may throw your way.
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